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Abstract

Any program that measures quantities from its physi-
cal environment must compute using correct and consistent
units of measurement. Such a program is described here
as well-measuring. In many systems, particularly embed-
ded control software, paying inadequate attention to units
of measurement can result in catastrophe. Unfortunately,
current programming languages and tools provide little aid
to the programmer attempting to establish or verify the well-
measuring property.
We present a program analysis technique for inferring

and checking the units used within a program. The tech-
nique combines traditional Hindley-Milner-style type infer-
ence with the use of Static Single Assignment (SSA) form to
enable analysis of imperative programs.

1 Introduction

On 23 September 1999 NASA’s Mars Climate Orbiter

was lost during its insertion into Martian orbit. The root

cause of this system failure was later identified as the use

of inconsistent units of measurement for course correction

data sent to the probe [15]. Impulse values for course cor-

rections were calculated by ground-based software in U.S.

customary units, but the probe expected the data in SI units.

Ultimately, this caused the orbiter to fly too close to Mars,

probably burning up in the atmosphere.

This incident served as a costly reminder of the lesson

many of us learned from emphatic physics professors: cal-

culations involving physical quantities must be carried out

using consistent units of measurement! Scientists and engi-

neers apply this lesson routinely and use dimensional anal-

ysis to check the consistency of their equations. However,

in the development of complex software-intensive systems,

such disciplined handling of measures is uncommon. At

best, units are noted as comments. At worst, they are not

documented at all.

The difficulties in ensuring correct manipulation of mea-

surements are a particular challenge in the development and

maintenance of embedded control software. Such software

is commonly charged with reading measurements from sen-

sors, computing derived quantities, and using those to exer-

cise control over the system’s physical environment. Exam-

ples of such systems abound in areas such as aeronautics,

medicine, transport, robotics, and power generation. More-

over, due to the nature of the physical control such systems

exert, failure can cost both life and livelihood. As NASA’s

experience [14, 15] demonstrates, such failure is often only

1.09 yard.metre−1 away!

One of the obstacles to successful treatment of units in

software is the lack of assistance from current program-

ming languages and tools in this area. Many other common

programming errors can be detected either by the language

implementation itself, or by associated tools. The obvious

analogue to unit-correctness is type-correctness: a well un-

derstood and useful property that is enforced by many lan-

guages. However, programming language types are no sub-

stitute for a system of units. Knowing that variable x is of
type integer still does not tell us whether it denotes x feet or
x metres.

In this paper we define what it means for a program to be

unit-correct, or well-measuring, and how to go about auto-
matically demonstrating this property. There are a number

of requirements we assume that set this work apart from re-
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lated efforts. Programs subjected to our analysis may be

• written in conventional imperative languages, as are
commonly used in embedded systems (we use C here

but the approach is equally applicable to languages

such as Java or Ada),

• large existing bodies of code, including legacy pro-
grams for which there is little or no documentation on

assumed units extant, and

• part of a larger system comprising both hardware and
software elements in which achieving compatibility of

interfaces is crucial.

As such, we cannot rely on extending a language with new

type constructs [7], nor can we confine ourselves to infer-

ence of units in a functional language [9]. Furthermore,

we choose not to burden programmers with the need for

excessive annotation of their programs with unit informa-

tion [17].

The method we demonstrate combines type inference

techniques that are common in functional programming,

with a novel use of Static Single Assignment (SSA) form,

as found in compiler theory [13]. The core of the unit infer-

ence mechanism is typical of Hindley-Milner systems [12].

In particular, we rely heavily on the use of type variables.

Such type systems, however, are designed to be applied to

functional programs (or some form of the λ-calculus). We
use SSA form in a novel way to allow us to analyse imper-

ative programs in a functional style.

The use of type variables in inferring units not only gives

us polymorphism, it also provides significant flexibility to

the programmer. The units used in a program may be ei-

ther inferred (yielding units containing type variables), or

checked against a specification of the program’s anticipated

I/O environment. In the latter case, the specification may

be partial or complete. Ultimately, only a minimum num-

ber of annotations must be added to a program to produce

useful results. This encourages programmers to use the

same level of mathematical expressiveness that a physicist

would, while assisting them to achieve an appropriate level

of rigour in their handling of units.

In the next section we review some terminology and re-

lated work. A motivational example is presented and anal-

ysed in Sect. 3. Section 4 defines the well-measuring prop-

erty. The two parts of our analysis technique (translating

programs to a functional form and unit inference) are dis-

cussed in Sections 5 and 6.

2 Measures in science and software

Measurement is the process of assigning a numerical

value to some physical quantity. Each quantity we may

wish to measure can be assigned a dimension, which may
be formed from a small set of base dimensions (e.g., if mass

(M), length (L), and time (T) are our base dimensions, then

the dimension of force is M.L.T−2). Some quantities (e.g.,

angle) are dimensionless. A unit of measurement is some
scale which we may use to assign numerical values to quan-

tities. Similarly to dimensions, we may define a system of
units in terms of a small set of base units from which all
other units can be derived (e.g., if the units of mass, length,

and time are kg, m, and s, respectively, then force can be

measured in kg.m.s−2). A value which is not a measure of a

physical quantity is unitless. Units constrain the arithmetic

operations that may be performed on measurements. Ad-

dition, subtraction, and comparison of two measurements

require identical units for both arguments. Multiplication

of two measurements produces a measurement where the

units are multiplied.

The modern scientific community has adopted the SI

system [2] as its lingua franca for measurements, though
other systems (e.g., US customary units) persist due to eco-

nomic and cultural inertia.

Early attempts to support consistent handling of mea-

surements in programs focussed on extensions to the type

systems of existing programming languages [8, 5, 10, 4].

These type systems were typically limited in the units they

could express. In contrast, House [7] proposes a more

sophisticated system with support for polymorphism. In

this paper, we have not assumed the luxury of extending a

programming language specifically for the purpose of han-

dling units. Instead, we rely only on a minimal number of

programmer-supplied annotations of unit information, and

employ a more sophisticated type inference system for de-

termining the units used in the rest of the program.

The type inference system we use is similar to that

used in the implementation of functional languages such as

ML [12]. Kennedy [9] and Wand and O’Keefe [18] inde-

pendently observed that such type inference systems can be

easily extended to support dimensional analysis. We agree

with these authors that a Hindley-Milner-style type system

is a powerful foundation for reasoning about the units used

in a program. However, embedded control software is usu-

ally written in imperative languages which are not immedi-

ately amenable to this form of analysis. We provide a novel

translation technique to allow us to reason about this impor-

tant class of programs.

Recently, Rosu and Chen [17] have described a verifi-

cation technique that deals with units of measurement. Al-

though their technique is powerful, it requires onerous an-

notation of programs with unit information. In contrast, our

technique only requires annotation of some subset of the

numeric constants used in a program.

In this paper, we focus on units of measurement used

in programs. Other software artifacts can also benefit from
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systematic treatment of units and dimensions. Hayes and

Mahony [6] discuss units in the context of formal specifica-

tions.

3 Motivation

In this section we introduce as a motivating example a

piece of embedded software which is required to be well-

measuring.

3.1 Example

Our example program is designed to run on board a mov-

ing vehicle, determining the vehicle’s position based on

measurements from the environment. To this end, the vehi-

cle is equipped with a GPS receiver. The system also com-

prises an accelerometer (which measures the force applied

to the vehicle in its direction of travel) and a rate gyroscope

(which measures the rate of change of the vehicle’s head-

ing). These sensors are used to perform a dead reckoning

calculation of the vehicle’s position whenever GPS data is

absent or not trustworthy. The program communicates with

an input device to calibrate certain measurements at the be-

ginning of its mission. Finally, the program outputs the ve-

hicle’s position on a display device.

The source code for the program is shown in Fig. 1. The

program makes use of special “I/O variables” (underlined

in the listing) to denote input and output actions. In prac-

tice, embedded programs use various mechanisms for com-

municating with other hardware and software elements of a

system. Our I/O variables are simple abstractions of these

language-, machine-, and application-specific mechanisms.

The program first establishes its initial configuration by

accessing certain calibration inputs. It then proceeds to poll

its input devices once every 10 ms. The period of the main

loop is controlled by the wait_for_clock_tick() func-

tion, which relies on either clock interrupts or operating sys-

tem services to synchronise the program.

In each period the program checks to see if the GPS re-

ceiver is able to provide a reliable position by reading the

gps_quality I/O variable. This provides a measure of the

quality of the GPS readings available, with positive values

indicating sufficient accuracy. (In practice, GPS receivers

produce such quality metrics based on the triangulation ge-

ometry of the satellites currently in view [11].) If the value

of this input is positive, the readings from the GPS receiver

are taken. If not, then the accelerometer and gyroscope are

used to calculate the position using dead reckoning. (The

nature of these calculations implies that any errors, due to

either sensor imprecision or mishandling of units, will have

a cumulative effect.)

1 static const double PERIOD = 0.01;
2 int eastings, northings, heading,
3 speed, mass;
4

5 main()
6 {
7 /∗ Ca l i b r a t e measurements ∗ /
8 eastings = eastings_calibration;
9 northings = northings_calibration;
10 heading = heading_calibration;
11 mass = mass_calibration;
12 speed = 0; /∗ Assume t h e v e h i c l e i s
13 s t a t i o n a r y ∗ /
14

15 while (1) {
16 double a, s;
17

18 wait_for_clock_tick();
19

20 /∗ Read f o r c e from ac c e l e r ome t e r &
21 c a l c u l a t e a c c e l e r a t i o n ∗ /
22 a = accelerometer / mass;
23

24 if (gps_quality > 0) {
25 /∗ GPS i s a v a i l a b l e − use t h e
26 p o s i t i o n p rov ided by i t ∗ /
27 eastings = gps_eastings;
28 northings = gps_northings;
29 } else {
30 /∗ E s t ima t e p o s i t i o n u s ing
31 dead r eckon ing ∗ /
32 s = speed * PERIOD +
33 0.5 * a * PERIOD * PERIOD;
34 eastings = eastings +
35 s * cos(heading);
36 northings = northings +
37 s * sin(heading);
38 }
39

40 /∗ Ca l c u l a t e new speed & heading ∗ /
41 speed = speed + a * PERIOD;
42 heading = heading + rate_gyro*PERIOD;
43

44 /∗ Disp lay p o s i t i o n ∗ /
45 display_eastings = eastings;
46 display_northings = northings;
47 }
48 }

Figure 1. Navigation program

3.2 Analysing the example

From inspecting this program alone, it might seem that

we cannot say much about the units of measurement with

which it works. We can, however, determine that the

program handles measurements consistently, even without
knowing precisely which units are involved. We can asso-

ciate symbolic units with each program variable and analyse

the arithmetic of the program to determine the relationships

between these. This allows us to infer properties such as “if

gps_eastings is in units of U , then display_eastings
must also be in units of U”. Furthermore, if we were armed
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with more information about the units of some (but not nec-

essarily all) of the program’s I/O variables, we could con-

strain the units of the other variables even further using sub-

stitution and simplification.

Consider the statement on line 22 of Fig. 1, which calcu-

lates the vehicle’s acceleration. Assume that the accelerom-

eter produces values in units ofU , and we wish to determine
the units of a, denoted V . We can infer from the form of the
statement that V = U.A−1, where A represents the units of
the variable mass. To determine A we can examine which
assignments to mass can flow to this point of the program.

In this case, there is only one: the initalisation of mass

from the calibration interface. If mass_calibration is

assumed to be in units ofW , then we can say that A = W ,
and therefore V = U.W−1. Now, assume that the ac-

celerometer produces values in newtons (or kg.m.s−2) and

the mass is calibrated in kilograms. If we substitute these

units for U and W and perform some simplifications, we

arrive at: V = kg.m.s−2.kg−1 = m.s−2. This outcome

provides us with some assurance that the acceleration value

is being computed correctly.

The process of using symbolic manipulation combined

with analysing how values flow to program statements is the

essence of our approach. A human inspecting the program

would most likely reason about units in a similar style. In

the remainder of this paper we focus on formalisation and

automation of these concepts.

3.3 Constant confusion

Now let us consider how to determine the units used for

the vehicle’s heading, as calculated on line 42. The value

of the variable heading that may flow to this line is deter-

mined by either line 10 (the calibration reading) or line 42

itself (on the previous iteration of the loop). Assume that

all these heading values are in units of U , the value of
rate_gyro is in units of V , and the value of PERIOD is
in units ofW . The algebraic properties of units dictate that
U = V.W .
Unfortunately, PERIOD is defined as a numeric constant,

which we must always assume to be unitless! Foregoing

this assumption would mask some measurement er-

rors which we want to detect. For example, con-

sider the expression for displacement used on line 32

(speed*PERIOD + 0.5*a*PERIOD*PERIOD). If con-

stants were not assumed to be unitless, then we could infer

any units we wanted for the constant 0.5 in this expression.
If a unit error had actually been made (say velocity was

in ft.s−1 but acceleration was in m.s−2) this would not

be detected. Instead it would be inferred that 0.5 was in
ft.m−1.
Returning to the calculation of the vehicle’s heading, as-

suming PERIOD to be unitless would either cause the infer-
ence to fail or to produce unexpected instantiations for the

symbolic units used. Therefore we must rely on the pro-
grammer to annotate the program with explicit unit coer-
cions, as needed. To this end, we extend our source lan-
guage with expressions of the form e as u, where e is an
expression and u is a unit. In our example, we can continue
if the programmer replaces the definition of PERIOD with:

static const double PERIOD = 0.01 as s;

This allows us to assume PERIOD is in units of ‘s’ through-

out our analysis.

In particular, such unit coercions are also necessary to

flag any conversions between systems of measurement that

the program may make; e.g., to convert measurements in

metres to feet. Coercing a conversion factor to units of, say,

ft.m−1 is a simple way of managing unit conversions.

However, we can relax this restriction for zero. Since

zero acts as the additive identity it is always safe to assign

any units we want to it. We say that zero is polymorphic [9].

As such, the initialisation of speed on line 12 and the com-

parison on line 24 do not require coercion.

3.4 Overview of inference technique

There are two main aspects to our approach: analysing

which values flow to each program statement and inferring

the units of measurement for those values. We use separate

techniques to solve each of these two sub-problems.

The first step of the process is to transform the program

into a functional form to make it easier to reason about.

This transformation proceeds by converting the program to

SSA form, which enables construction of a set of equa-

tions which relate program variables to each other. These

equations are combined to form a let-expression in a simple

λ-calculus representation. This translation is described in
Sect. 5.

Once we have this program representation, we may ap-

ply well understood type inference techniques to analyse the

units of measurement used throughout the program. We be-

gin with a base type environment that associates (symbolic)

units of measurement with each input variable. Then a type

inference algorithm, extendedwith support for units of mea-

surement, is applied to the functional form of the program.

This will calculate a type for the program. The symbolic

form of this type may contain type variables, as dictated by

the initial type environment. The type system and inference

algorithm we use are defined in Sect. 6. The algorithm is

sound, but not complete.

4 The well-measuring property

We begin by defining the form which units of measure-

ment can take and equality on this set.
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Definition 1 (Unit of measurement) Given a set of base
units B and a set of (unit) variables V , a unit of measure-
ment u ∈ U has the form:

u ::= b | α | u1.u2 | u
n | 1

where b ∈ B, α ∈ V , and n ∈ Z.

Note that 1 is used to denote a unitless quantity.

Definition 2 (Unit equality) The relation ‘=’ on U is de-
fined by the identities:

u = u u0 = 1

1.u = u un.u = un+1

u1.u2 = u2.u1 (u1.u2).u3 = u1.(u2.u3)

Our approach does not restrict each occurrence of a pro-

gram variable to contain a value in the same units of mea-

surement. We adopt a more liberal approachwhich focusses

on values rather than variable names. This is necessary be-

cause a given program, even if it is well-typed, is not neces-

sarily constrained to always use a particular variable to hold

values in the same units. A variable x may be used to ma-
nipulate values in units of metres in one part of the program

and units of kilograms in another part. Although we may

criticise this programming style, our formalism must never-

theless allow for this possibility. We characterise this in the

following definitions.

Definition 3 (Defines) A statement S defines a program
variable x iff. S is of the form x = E for some expres-
sion E.

Definition 4 (Reaching definitions) A statement S1

which defines a variable x is a reaching definition for state-
ment S2 iff. there is a (syntactically defined) execution path
from S1 to S2 which does not contain a definition of x.

We now define what it means for an individual program

statement to be well-measuring.

Definition 5 (Well-measuring assignment) Say S is of
the form x = E for some expression E. Then S is well-
measuring iff. for all S ′, such that S is a reaching definition
of S′ and S′ uses x, S and S′ “agree on” the units of x.

Note that we have not yet defined what it means for state-

ments to “agree on” the units of a variable. This is charac-

terised fully in Sect. 6. Finally, we lift the well-measuring

property to programs.

Definition 6 (Well-measuring program) A program P is
well-measuring iff. each assignment inP is well-measuring.

This definition is syntactic. We do not attempt to define

well-measuring programs in terms of their dynamic seman-

tics, as any such definition would put the problem beyond

the reach of automated inference. Instead, this definition is

directly analogous to (thoughweaker than) usual definitions

of well-typed programs. That is, there exist programs that

compute in a unit-consistent manner but cannot be shown

by our inference technique to be well-measuring. How-

ever, we conjecture that well-measuring programs cannot

“go wrong”, since all possible behaviours they can perform

must be well-measuring.

5 Translating programs to a functional form

The first part of our analysis involves translating the pro-

gram into a functional form. We achieve this by translating

the program into SSA form and then reading off a set of

equations relating program variables. These equations may

then be used to form a let-expression, to which the unit in-

ference algorithm described in Sect. 6 may be applied.

5.1 Translation to SSA form

SSA form is becoming an increasingly popular program

representation in optimising compilers [13]. We use it here

in a new way to enable us to reason about the programwith-

out being overwhelmed by inessential details of the pro-

gram’s execution. SSA form captures precisely the static

information about the program that we are interested in to

enable us to verify the well-measuring property.

A program is in SSA form iff. for each variable x there is
at most one program statement that assigns x a value. When
translating a program into SSA form, subscripting is usu-

ally used to differentiate occurrences of program variables.

In order for programs to remain expressive in this form it

is necessary to introduce applications of a special function

φ at the points that more than one value for a variable may
reach. A statement of the form x3 = φ(x1, x2) miracu-
lously assigns x3 the value of either x1 or x2. Cytron, et

al. [3] describe an efficient technique for translating a pro-

gram into SSA form by examining dominance relationships

among program statements.

Figure 2 shows our example program from Sect. 3.1 in

SSA form. There are two sequences of assignments in-

volving φ in this version of the program. Lines 36 and 37
“merge” the values flowing out of the two alternatives of the

if statement, while lines 15–18 “merge” the values flowing

into the loop from either the loop entry or iterative cases.

(Also note that this version of the program incorporates the

unit coercion in the definition of PERIOD discussed above.)

5.2 Translation to λ-terms

Once the program is in SSA form we may read off a set

of (simultaneous) equations which define the relationships

among program variables. The variant of the λ-calculus we
use here includes recursive let-expressions, numeric con-

stants, tuples, arithmetic expressions, and unit coercions, as

defined below.
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1 static const double PERIOD = 0.01 as s;
2 int eastings1, ..., northings1, ...;
3

4 main()
5 {
6 eastings1 = eastings_calibration;
7 northings1 = northings_calibration;
8 heading1 = heading_calibration;
9 mass1 = mass_calibration;
10 speed1 = 0;
11

12 while (1) {
13 double a1, s1;
14

15 eastings2 = φ(eastings1, eastings5);
16 northings2 = φ(northings1,northings5);
17 speed2 = φ(speed1, speed3);
18 heading2 = φ(heading1, heading3);
19

20 wait_for_clock_tick();
21

22 a1 = accelerometer / mass1;
23

24 if (gps_quality > 0) {
25 eastings3 = gps_eastings;
26 northings3 = gps_northings;
27 } else {
28 s1 = speed2 * PERIOD +
29 0.5 * a1 * PERIOD * PERIOD;
30 eastings4 = eastings2 +
31 s1 * cos(heading2);
32 northings4 = northings2 +
33 s1 * sin(heading2);
34 }
35

36 eastings5 = φ(eastings3, eastings4);
37 northings5 = φ(northings3,northings4);
38

39 speed3 = speed2 + a1 * PERIOD;
40 heading3 = heading2 +
41 rate_gyro*PERIOD;
42

43 display_eastings = eastings5;
44 display_northings = northings5;
45 }
46 }

Figure 2. Example program in SSA form

Definition 7 (λ-term) Let x ∈ X denote a (program) vari-
able and c ∈ R denote a constant. A λ-term e is of the
form:

e ::= c | x | λx.e | e1 e2 | (e1, ..., en) |
let x1 = e1; ...; xn = en in e |
e1 ⊕ e2 | e1 ∗ e2 | e1/e2 | e1 ∼ e2 | e as u

where ⊕ denotes an additive operator (‘+’ or ‘−’) and ∼
denotes a relational operator (‘=’, ‘<’, etc.).

Each assignment statement in the SSA form is translated
into an equation in the obvious way. Additionally, the guard
of each control statement is translated into equations with
a fresh variable on the left-hand side. We may then write
these equations in a (recursive) let-expression. The body of

let
PERIOD = 0.01 as s
eastings1 = eastings_calibration
northings1 = northings_calibration
heading1 = heading_calibration
mass1 = mass_calibration
speed1 = 0
g = gps_quality > 0
eastings2 = φ(eastings1, eastings5)
northings2 = φ(northings1, northings5)
speed2 = φ(speed1, speed3)
heading2 = φ(heading1, heading3)
a1 = accelerometer / mass1

eastings3 = gps_eastings
northings3 = gps_northings
s1 = speed2*PERIOD + 0.5*a1*PERIOD*PERIOD
eastings4 = eastings2 + s1*cos(heading2)
northings4 = northings2 + s1*sin(heading2)
eastings5 = φ(eastings3, eastings4)
northings5 = φ(northings3, northings4)
speed3 = speed2 + a1*PERIOD
heading3 = heading2 + rate_gyro*PERIOD
display_eastings = eastings5

display_northings = northings5

in
(display_eastings, display_northings)

Figure 3. Let-expression for example program

the let-expression can be any λ-term we want. In practice,
we use tuples of those program variables we wish to focus
on in our analysis. If we were interested in determining the
units of measurement used at the outputs of our example
program, we would write

(display_eastings, display_northings)

as the body of the let-expression, as shown in Fig. 3.

5.3 Procedures

So far we have discussed only simple single-procedure
programs. To deal with procedures we need to analyse
which, if any, global variables the procedure accesses. For
each procedure we construct two sets of global variables:
those assigned by the procedure and those used by the pro-
cedure. We then transform the procedure into an equivalent
“pure” form by augmenting its return values and parameters
with these variables. For example, if, in the example pro-
gram, the vehicle’s heading was updated by the following
procedure:

update_heading() {
heading = heading + rate_gyro * PERIOD;

}

we would rewrite this as:

update_heading(h, rg) {
return h + rg * PERIOD;

}

In this case global variable heading was assigned by the

original procedure and global variable rate_gyro was
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(CON) Γ � c : ∀α.α (ABS)
Γ ∪ {x : u′} � e : u

Γ � λx.e : u′ → u
(APP)

Γ � e1 : u2 → u1 Γ � e2 : u2

Γ � e1 e2 : u1

(AS) Γ � e as u : u (REL)
Γ � e1 : u Γ � e2 : u

Γ � e1 ∼ e2 : 1
(PROD)

Γ � e1 : u1 Γ � e2 : u2

Γ � e1 ∗ e2 : u1.u2

(VAR)
Γ(x) = σ

Γ � x : σ
(SUM)

Γ � e1 : u Γ � e2 : u

Γ � e1 ⊕ e2 : u
(QUOT)

Γ � e1 : u1 Γ � e2 : u2

Γ � e1/e2 : u1.u
−1

2

(INST)
Γ � e : ∀α.σ

Γ � e : [u/α]σ
(GEN)

Γ � e : σ α /∈ fv(Γ)

Γ � e : ∀α.σ
(TUP)

Γ � e1 : u1 ... Γ � en : un

Γ � (e1, ..., en) : u1 × ... × un

(LET)
Γ′ � e1 : u1 ... Γ′ � en : un Γ′ � e : u Γ′ = Γ ∪ {x1 : u1, ..., xn : un}

Γ � let x1 = e1; ... ; xn = en in e : u

Figure 4. Type system

used by it.
We would then transform the body of the procedure into

the λ-calculus, wrap it in an abstraction, and create a let-
equation for it:

let update_heading = λh.λrg.h + rg*PERIOD

The let-bindings produced in this way should be placed
in an outer let-expression of the main program’s let-
expression. This allows procedures to be polymorphic. A
call to this procedure in the original program is rewritten
as:

heading =
update_heading(heading, rate_gyro);

before the enclosing procedure is translated to SSA form.

6 Unit inference
Having translated the imperative program into a λ-term,

we now assign units to that λ-term using a Hindley-Milner-
style [12] type system extended with support for arith-

metic expressions that obey the usual algebraic properties

of units [2].

6.1 Type system and inference laws

The type system is polymorphic. Polymorphism is dealt

with using the usual generalisation and instantiation laws.

Generalisation of type variables requires the introduction of

type schemes:

Definition 8 (Type scheme) A type scheme σ is of the
form:

σ ::= u | ∀α.σ

The type system is presented in Fig. 4. The laws of this

type system relate typing judgements:

Definition 9 (Typing judgement) A typing judgementΓ �
e : σ states that the λ-term e is an expression in units of σ
under the type environment Γ, where Γ is a function from
(program) variables to type schemes.

We use the following notational conventions: fv(X) de-
notes the set of free type variables in term X , [X/α]Y de-
notes term Y with term X substituted for every free occur-
rence of type variable α, and Γ(x) denotes the type scheme
associated with the program variable x in the type environ-
ment Γ.

The laws of this type system cannot be applied determin-

istically since (GEN) and (INST) are inverses. We trans-

form the type system into a type inference “algorithm” in

the standard way: we confine generalisation to the body

of a let-expression (let-bound variables used within a let-

expression’s equations remain monomorphic), and we in-

stantiate type schemes when typing (program) variables.

The type inference laws are shown in Fig. 5. The func-

tion gen, which quantifies those variables that are free in
the term u but not in environment Γ, is defined as

gen(Γ, u) = ∀α1...αn.u
where {α1, ..., αn} = fv(u) \ fv(Γ).

The inference laws shown in Fig. 5 also ensure that non-

zero constants are treated as unitless, while zero remains

polymorphic, as discussed in Sect. 3.3. With these re-

strictions, the inference system is incomplete with respect

to the type system shown in Fig. 4, but remains sound.

Programmer-supplied coercions are required to enable in-

ference to proceed in the presence of some numeric con-

stants.

For the most part these inference laws are completely

standard. The obvious additions are the laws for arithmetic,

coercions, and constants. Something less obvious lies in

the definition of equality for units of measurement. Type

inference systems are usually implemented using syntactic

unification [16]. When dealing with units of measurement,

however, types must be unified using a more general algo-

rithm which can account for abelian group properties: AC1

unification [1].
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(ZERO) Γ � 0 : α, α fresh (CON′)
c 
= 0

Γ � c : 1
(VAR′)

Γ(x) = ∀ᾱ.u β̄ fresh

Γ � x : [β̄/ᾱ]u

(LET′)

Γ′ � e1 : u1 ... Γ′ � en : un Γ′′ � e : u Γ′ = Γ ∪ {x1 : u1, ..., xn : un}
Γ′′ = Γ ∪ {x1 : gen(Γ, u1), ..., xn : gen(Γ, un)}

Γ � let x1 = e1; ... ; xn = en in e : u

Figure 5. Type inference laws (AS, TUP, APP, ABS, SUM, REL, PROD, and QUOT as before)

6.2 Using the inference laws

Before we can apply these inference laws we require an

initial type environment. In general, this should consist of

type schemes for any input variables, any library functions

(e.g., cos and sin), and the φ function. The types chosen
for input variables and library functions can be as specific,

or as general as one wishes. The function φ on the other
hand, has the type scheme ∀α.(α×α) → α. For our exam-
ple program we have chosen to leave the types of the input

variables in a symbolic form, and to give the trigonometric

functions the type rad → 1.

Applying the inference laws to the let-expression in
Fig. 3 we arrive at the following symbolic units for the two
output variables:

(display_eastings, display_northings):
U.s2.V −1 × U.s2.V −1

where V is the units of mass_calibration and U is the
units of accelerometer. The only ground units appearing

in this type (‘s’) come from the coercion in the definition of

PERIOD. (We could have even used a variable in the coer-

cion, and we would have arrived at a completely symbolic

result.) This symbolic expression seems to say little about

the units used in the program, but at the very least it tells

us that the program calculates eastings and northings in the

same units.

If we were provided with some more information about

the program’s inputs we could simplify these symbolic units

further. For example, if we were told that the accelerometer

provides readings in newtons (i.e., kg.m.s−2) and that the

vehicle’s mass is calibrated in kilograms, we could substi-

tute these units for U and V respectively:

U.s2.V −1 = (kg.m.s−2).s2.(kg)−1 = m

This dramatic simplification shows that merely supplying

units for the input devices, which would normally be pos-

sible in any practical situation, allows us to get exactly the

results we want.

On the other hand, if the vehicle’s mass was calibrated

in pounds (mass), we would arrive at the more startling re-

sult kg.m.lb(m)−1
, which would alert the programmer to a

likely error.

6.3 Polymorphism

The polymorphic type system defined above affords us
significant power when inferring the units of measurement
in the presence of functions. For example, in our example
program in Fig. 1, the vehicle’s speed (line 41) and heading
(line 42) are both updated by adding their previous values
to their rates of change multiplied by PERIOD; i.e., they are
defined by integration over time. We could write a function
to perform this integration for us:

integrate(int v, double dv_dt) {
return v + dv_dt * PERIOD;

}

which is translated to the let-equation:

let integrate = λv.λdv_dt.v + dv_dt*PERIOD
in ...

The inference algorithm will assign the right-hand side

of this equation the type U → U.s−1 → U . When
integrate is used in the body of its let-expression, how-

ever, this type is generalised to ∀α.α → α.s−1 → α, allow-
ing it to be used at different types.
In our example, we would have inner let-equations rep-

resenting the updates of the vehicle’s speed and heading:

speed3 = integrate speed2 a1

heading3 = integrate heading2 rate_gyro

If speed2 and heading2 are assumed to have the symbolic

units V andW , respectively, then the integrate function
would be instantiated to the types V → V.s−1 → V and
W → W.s−1 → W in the respective equations.

7 Conclusions and future work

Programs that measure quantities from their physical

environment must perform all their calculations in cor-

rect and consistent units of measurement. We have pre-

sented an analysis technique to help programmers verify

their programs with respect to this requirement. Our ap-

proach is more sophisticated than earlier efforts because it

combines a powerful type inference-based approach with a

novel technique for reasoning about imperative programs in

a functional style. The overall result is an analysis tech-

nique which allows flexibility in its application (through its
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support for symbolic and polymorphic treatment of units)

and promotes mathematical expressiveness in programs (by

avoiding onerous annotation).

The technique we have presented fails to account for

some programming language constructs. Aggregate data

types such as structures and arrays could be accommodated

by a straightforward extension of the type system presented

in Sect. 6. Pointers, however, pose a more significant prob-

lem. We hope to apply alias analysis techniques [13] to pro-

vide a more general translation scheme than that presented

in Sect. 5.

This research was conducted as part of an ongoing

project investigating techniques for analysing legacy em-

bedded programs. We plan to extend the work presented in

this paper to make it applicable to machine code programs

forwhich no high-level language representation is available.

We have constructed a simple Prolog-based prototype

implementation of the inference technique discussed in

Sect. 6. This prototype demonstrated the viability of our ba-

sic approach. A more complete implementation is planned.
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